Evaluation of High Resolution WRF Solar
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Abstract: The amount of solar irradiation that reaches Earth’s surface is a key quantity of solar energy research and is difficult to predict, because it is directly affected by the changing constituents of the atmosphere. The numerical weather prediction (NWP) model performs computational simulations of the evolution of the entire atmosphere to forecast the future state of the atmosphere based on the current state. The Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) model is a mesoscale NWP. WRF solar is an augmented feature of WRF, which has been improved and configured specifically for solar energy applications. The aim of this paper is to evaluate the performance of the high resolution WRF solar model and compare the results with the low resolution WRF solar and Global Forecasting System (GFS) models. We investigate the performance of WRF solar for a high-resolution spatial domain of resolution 1 × 1 km and compare the results with a 3 × 3 km domain and GFS. The results show error metrics rMAE {23.14%, 24.51%, 27.75%} and rRMSE {35.69%, 36.04%, 37.32%} for high resolution WRF solar, coarse domain WRF solar and GFS, respectively. This confirms that high resolution WRF solar performs better than coarse domain and in general. WRF solar demonstrates statistically significant improvement over GFS.
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1. Introduction

Installed solar energy capacity has increased rapidly in recent years across the globe. Due to unpredictable weather conditions, the nature of the solar irradiance reaching the ground surface is highly fluctuating and stochastic. As a consequence, forecast challenges emerge and amplify, which requires mitigation to maintain balance between supply and demand on the electrical grid, energy utilities and independent system operators.

The forecast models used for solar irradiance forecasting are diverse and interdisciplinary depending on the prediction horizon, the purpose of the predictions and further applications. Solar forecasting combines many fields such as atmospheric physics, image processing, remote sensing, machine learning and statistics. The development of forecast models often depends on the prediction horizon, the goal of the predictions and the applications. These are broadly classified into three categories depending on the forecast horizon: day-ahead forecasts, intra-day forecasts and intra-hour forecasts. They could also be subdivided into different groups depending on their characteristics and applications. For instance, some methods take into account spatial-temporal features. There are approaches that consider only the intrinsic data features, and some models consider exogenous inputs along with intrinsic features. Models can be either deterministic or probabilistic, depending on the forecast type and applications. Hybrid models apply multiple approaches at once, whereas an ensemble method implements the results of various models. NWP, All-sky imagers (ASI), satellite imaging, statistical analysis, machine learning (ML) and deep learning artificial neural networks (ANN) are among the various methods being investigated in the broad field to accomplish this goal. A brief overview of different approaches and applications of various models is presented in [1].
Most of the NWP models apply radiative transfer models to simulate the transfer of solar radiation through the atmosphere. NWP models use observed meteorological variables, a regional geographic configuration and simulations of the dynamics and physical relationships between the variables in their calculations. In addition, they also account for complex atmospheric chemistry and different physical schemes in time and space steps across the calculation domain. The benefit of using meteorological models is their flexibility of use, which allows them to replicate both the present and the future climatic conditions. They also have a wide range of spatial and temporal coverage. The inclusion of the diurnal cycle, necessary for an accurate depiction of the surface fluxes in a column of atmosphere, was initially the primary goal of the solar parameterizations in the atmospheric models. However, in the current atmospheric forecast models and methods for radiative transfer are solved in each successive layer as well as their interactions with air particles in cumulus and microphysics schemes.

NWP models have been used operationally for weather forecast such as precipitation, storms and cyclones for several decades. Lately, NWP models are extensively applied for solar irradiance forecasts beyond several hours and are critical for day-ahead forecasts and beyond. Day-ahead photovoltaic (PV) power forecasts are an extremely important application for individual variable renewable energy power plants and also for regional load despatchers to the grid and power distribution companies. This application has gained tremendous importance in scheduling power for bidding in the power market, trading in ancillary service markets, ramp forecasting and grid congestion forecasts. NWP applications for day-ahead solar irradiance and solar power forecasts first gained attention in last two decades [2–6]. Recent studies have demonstrated that the day-ahead forecasts of solar power are advantageous for PV plant owners [7–9], for the optimization of market-bidding in micro-grids [10] and for the operation of electrical networks [11–13].

WRF solar, which is based on a mesoscale WRF, was first introduced in 2015 specifically to predict solar irradiance [14]. WRF is an open-source tool maintained by the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). WRF has two core variants: the Advanced Research (ARW) [15,16] and the Nonhydrostatic Mesoscale Model (NMM) [17,18]. Our study is exclusively implemented on WRF-ARW core.

The foundation of the WRF-ARW is a Eulerian solver for the fully compressible nonhydrostatic equations. It employs a mass vertical coordinate that varies with height and a third order Runge–Kutta time-integration approach. In order to increase spatial resolution, WRF-ARW offers horizontal nesting of domains (one- or two-way) [19].

The comprehensive physics schemes offered by WRF range from the most basic and effective to the most complex and computationally expensive (microphysics, cumulus convection, atmospheric and surface radiation, planetary boundary layer and land-surface) [19].

WRF solar is an augmented version of WRF specifically designed to improve solar irradiance forecasts. WRF solar is the first mesoscale NWP model specifically developed and intended to respond to the growing demand for forecast variables categorically designed for solar energy applications. The radiative schemes inside the NWP systems calculate the direct normal irradiance (DNI), diffuse (DIF) and GHI components of solar irradiance [14]. WRF solar generates a high frequency time series of all components of solar irradiance. This feature is particularly important to model PV power output ramps due to abrupt change in the surface radiation. It can be programmed for specific applications based on the research and requirement. The latest version of WRF 4.2.2 offers several of the improvements such as:

(a) Developments to diagnose and extract important atmospheric parameters required by the solar industry;
(b) Improved representation of aerosol–radiation feedback, with an aerosol-aware MP scheme [20] and an improved cloud–radiation–aerosol parameterization [21,22], Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport (GOCART) model [23];
(c) Incorporation of cloud–aerosol interactions;
(d) Improved cloud-radiation feedback;
Small-scale dynamics and cloud microphysics (evaporation, condensation, etc.) have a significant impact on solar radiation. This can induce a rapid decline in the temporal autocorrelation of solar radiation time series which leads to errors in forecasting [14].

The effects of atmospheric aerosols are not considered in NWP, and standard WRF as the radiative impact of aerosols on GHI is relatively minimal. However, the highly polluted conditions can lead to biases and adversely affect DNI for applications such as concentrated solar power (CSP). WRF solar enables the user to impose changing aerosol optical characteristics in the simulation and takes humidity effects into consideration to account for the aerosol direct influence [14].

WRF solar offers improvement in model performance with special emphasis on surface solar irradiance under clear sky conditions in the following parameters which are not available in WRF: Output DNI and DIF, high frequency output, solar position algorithm including equation of time (EOT) and time varying aerosols for aerosol–radiation feedback, cloud–aerosol feedback and cloud–radiation feedback [14]. WRF solar aims to improve these and other characteristics of the NWP model that is desirable to provide a better shortwave radiation forecasting framework that may enhance the deployment of solar energy facilities.

There has been an increase in interest in the literature recently for using WRF and WRF solar for forecasting solar irradiance in many European and North American locations, reporting relative root mean square error (rRMSE) of about 40% for day-ahead forecasts [3,4,25–27]. However, most of the studies have been undertaken for spatial resolution of 3 km or higher.

This article provides the information about ground measurement data in Section 2.1, a description of the WRF domain and the model setup in Section 2.2, the performance metrics used for the evaluation and comparison of model in Section 3 and an analysis of the results in Section 4.

2. Methodology

2.1. Pyranometer Data

The global horizontal irradiance (GHI) measured data in this analysis is taken from the Kipp and Zonen pyranometer (CMP11) installed at the University of Applied Sciences Upper Austria (FHOOE). The building is located in Wels, Austria (latitude 48.17° N, longitude 14.03° E, elevation 317 m). The granularity of measured GHI is 10 min, which is averaged to hourly data. Model configurations were evaluated for a six-month period starting from 1 January 2021 to 30 June 2021.

Zenith angle correction is applied by filtering GHI data sub-hour for θ_z > 80° angle of incidence with respect to 1000 W/m² irradiance at normal incidence (0°) as per the technical specification of the pyranometer [1].

The clear sky index is calculated as the ratio of global irradiance \( I(t) \) to clear sky global irradiance \( I_{cs}(t) \). The Ineichen and Perez clear sky model in PVLIB is used to calculate the clear sky index. The clear sky index is used with a maximum value of 2.0 to account for over-irradiance occurrences that are commonly observed in sub-hourly data due to cloud enhancement and refraction phenomena [28].

\[
K_t = \frac{I(t)}{I_{cs}(t)} \tag{1}
\]

The hourly clear sky index was divided into six clusters as per Table 1 [1]. HT6 sub-hour refers to early morning sun rise and late evening sunset hours when the clear sky index is greater than 1.

Likewise, the five types of day type classification (DT1, DT2, DT3, DT4, DT5) were generated by first truncating the maximum value \( K_t \) to 1 for HT6 and calculating the daily average value \( K_t \) by using the same criteria as per Table 1 [1].
The aerosol aware Thomson microphysics and the aerosol aware RRTMG shortwave scheme are implemented in WRF solar are then applied [21]. The aerosols are classified into two species: hygroscopic and non-hygroscopic aerosols. The Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport (GOCART) model provides three-dimensional monthly climatological data from which the aerosol concentrations are initialized for both configurations [33]. Both domain experiments use vertical 34 metgrid levels and 4 soil levels. For 4D, the evaluation of the WRF forecast is carried out for the innermost domain (D04) which has a time step of 1 s, whereas for single domain 1D the time step is 5 s. GFS data from NCEP archive at temporal resolution of 3 h and spatial resolution of 0.250 × 0.250 (NCEP GFS ds084.1) are used to initialize both WRF models for the input and boundary conditions [34]. WRF models are initialized with 0 UTC input data to meet and stabilize the initial boundary conditions. The objective is to produce forecasts up to 21 h UTC for each hour for the following day.

The detailed experimental setup of the WRF preprocessing system, WPS and WRF run for high resolution nested domains are provided in the respective namelist files in Appendices A and B for viewers.

### Table 1. Hour type classification based on CSI.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>CSI Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HT1</td>
<td>Overcast</td>
<td>0 ≤ $K_t &lt; 0.3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT2</td>
<td>Highly cloudy</td>
<td>0.3 ≤ $K_t &lt; 0.5$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT3</td>
<td>Cloudy</td>
<td>0.5 ≤ $K_t &lt; 0.7$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT4</td>
<td>Mostly Clear</td>
<td>0.7 ≤ $K_t &lt; 0.9$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT5</td>
<td>Clear</td>
<td>0.9 ≤ $K_t &lt; 1.0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HT6</td>
<td>Sub-hour</td>
<td>$K_t ≥ 1.0$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 2.2. WRF Model Configuration

This paper compares and evaluates the performance of nested high spatial resolution and a single coarse domain setup. The domain decomposition is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. WRF domain setup (a) high resolution four nested domains (4D); (b) coarse single domain (1D).

Four domains are constructed as part of the nested domain 4D, each with a horizontal spatial resolution of 27, 9, 3 and 1 km, one-way feedback. The outer domain D01 is composed of 106 × 106 cells, whereas the domains D02 and D03 are composed of 121 × 121 cells, and the innermost domain D04 is composed of 130 × 121 cells. Single domain D1 is designed with a horizontal spatial resolution of 3 km with 130 × 121 cells. The ground measurement site for both domains is approximately at the center.

The updated Kain–Fritsch cumulus method is applied in the two outer domains D01 and D02 of D4 because convective clouds are anticipated to be explicitly resolved in the two smaller inside domains D03 and D04 [25,29]. The unified Noah land-surface model [29,30], the second Mellor–Yamada–Nakanishi–Niino (MYNN2) planetary boundary layer scheme [31] and the RRTMG longwave scheme [32] are all used in both configurations. The aerosol aware Thomson microphysics and the aerosol aware RRTMG shortwave scheme implemented in WRF solar are then applied [21]. The aerosols are classified into two species: hygroscopic and non-hygroscopic aerosols. The Goddard Chemistry Aerosol Radiation and Transport (GOCART) model provides three-dimensional monthly climatological data from which the aerosol concentrations are initialized for both configurations [33]. Both domain experiments use vertical 34 metgrid levels and 4 soil levels. For 4D, the evaluation of the WRF forecast is carried out for the innermost domain (D04) which has a time step of 1 s, whereas for single domain 1D the time step is 5 s. GFS data from NCEP archive at temporal resolution of 3 h and spatial resolution of 0.250 × 0.250 (NCEP GFS ds084.1) are used to initialize both WRF models for the input and boundary conditions [34]. WRF models are initialized with 0 UTC input data to meet and stabilize the initial boundary conditions. The objective is to produce forecasts up to 21 h UTC for each hour for the following day.

The detailed experimental setup of the WRF preprocessing system, WPS and WRF run for high resolution nested domains are provided in the respective namelist files in Appendices A and B for viewers.
2.3. Performance Metrics

The three most widely used metrics for point forecast accuracy are the mean bias error (MBE), the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE). In this paper, the focus is on MAE and RMSE considering that these metrics reflect the financial impact of forecast errors most appropriately for most grid operators, energy utilities and individual operators [1]. The performance of these two configurations of domain setup and GFS is compared by mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error (RMSE).

\[
MAE = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} |(y_i - \hat{y}_i)|
\]

(2)

\[
RMSE = \frac{1}{N} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{N} (y_i - \hat{y}_i)^2}
\]

(3)

where \(N\) is the number of forecasts, and \(y\) is the true value, and \(\hat{y}\) is the forecast value.

The relative MAE (rMAE) and RMSE (rRMSE) are calculated by dividing the respective metrics by the average value of the measured GHI (\(y\)) for the test period under consideration.

3. Results and Discussion

This section presents an overview and comparison of GHI forecast from GFS and the two variants of WRF solar with ground measurement data. In this paper, hourly GHI forecasts from two configurations of WRF solar model and GFS were evaluated and compared in terms of rMAE and rRMSE against ground measurement GHI data collected at Wels, Austria.

Figure 2 shows the violin plots along with swarm plots of data points therein for ground measurement versus GFS, high resolution WRF solar 4-domains and single domain forecast data for different categories of hour types. It is clearly evident that GFS forecast data are highly positively biased for HT1, HT2, HT3 and HT4, which also results in a positive bias for WRF solar prediction, as WRF solar uses GFS as input data for initialization of the models. It may also be noted that GFS is slightly negatively biased for HT6 compared to ground measurement data. The maximum GHI value predicted by GFS for HT6 during the test period is 923.2 W/m\(^2\), and coarse domain WRF solar is 954.6 W/m\(^2\) versus a ground measurement value of 984.5. This demonstrates that WRF solar is capable of capturing the enhanced value of GHI under sub-hour clear sky day conditions.

![Figure 2. Violin swarm plots of ground measurement data with GFS, WRF solar 4 domains and 1 domain.](image-url)
The variation of relative rMAE and rRMSE shown in Figure 3 illustrates that WRF solar corrects the forecast bias of GFS substantially for all different hour types. It is noteworthy that high resolution WRF solar domain 4 outperforms single domain WRF solar for HT1, HT5 and HT6 where there is minimum variability. However, under the high variability of cloud movements in HT2, HT3 and HT4, single domain low resolution WRF solar resolves cloud movement more effectively and performs better compared with high resolution 4 domain WRF solar.

Overall, the aggregate performance of high resolution WRF solar nested 4 domains is statistically better compared to single domain while both WRF solar results are significantly better compared to GFS as shown in AGG. High resolution WRF solar nested domain yields rMAE (23.14%) and rRMSE (35.69%) compared to the coarse domain (24.51%), (36.04%) and GFS (25.75%), (37.32%), respectively.

Figure 4 shows the variation of error metrics for the three models for different day types. It is clearly evident that high resolution WRF solar outperforms all of the day-type categories and in particular for the overcast days where the improvement is significantly higher.

Figure 5a shows the intra-data hourly variation of ground measurement GHI along with forecast GHI from GFS, high resolution WRF solar four nested domains and a single domain with an event marked as red circle; (b) shows GHI mapping for the corresponding event from the inner most high resolution WRF solar; (c) shows the same for the single domain; and (d) shows the satellite image of cloud obtained from NASA’s Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer, MODIS, satellite with the point of interest in the center marked by red cross. MODIS provides satellite images twice a day, and the image at 12 noon is used for comparison of GHI with clouds for the event. The satellite images from MODIS are chosen for GHI comparison as its spatial resolution is 1 km. The image area shown in the figure are (a) 130 × 121 km, (b) 390 × 363 km and
(c) 120 × 120 km, and the red square in satellite image (c) is 20 × 20 km with center at ground measurement center in Wels.

Figure 5. (a) Intra-day hourly variation of GHI with an event marked by red circle, (b) GHI mapping of high resolution 4-domains for an event, (c) GHI mapping of single domain for an event, (d) high spatial resolution (4 km) MODIS satellite image at 12 noon.

It is evident that high resolution WRF captures clear sky days (30 April 2021) most effectively and also the overcast event as shown on 22 May 2021 very well. Furthermore, nested high resolution WRF resolves clouds for clear sky better compared with single domain as illustrated on 29 April 2021. However, 4D fails to resolve rapid cloud movements during cloudy and partly cloudy days compared with 1D as illustrated on 19 March 2021 between 15:00 to 18:00 h and on 21 May 2021 between 12:00 to 15:00 h, resulting in 1D performing better under high cloudy variation. In general, it was also observed that 4D is more positively biased compared with 1D.
4. Conclusions and Outlook

NWPs are specially designed for day-ahead weather and solar irradiance forecasts. However, even the most advanced NWP models remain relatively inaccurate despite recent improvements due to uncertain initial boundary conditions.

In this paper, hourly GHI forecasts from two configurations of WRF solar model and GFS were assessed and compared in terms of rMAE and rRMSE against ground measurement GHI data collected at Wels, Austria. This paper has demonstrated the potential of using nested high resolution WRF solar to significantly improve the forecast accuracy of NWP models. The forecasting accuracy can be further improved by an ensemble of nested high resolution WRF solar with coarse single domain WRF solar based on the cloud variability under clear sky or overcast conditions and under cloudy conditions. Further, WRF solar high resolution needs to be investigated using the model data from European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) to initialize the model instead of GFS.

Although WRF solar is able to improve the forecast accuracy of GFS, both global and mesoscale models remain highly correlated and systematically fail to forecast completely overcast conditions. This is primarily due to propagation of numerical errors and approximations caused by unknown initial boundary conditions and highly unpredictable atmospheric phenomenon coupled with complex local orography. Further post-processing methods known as model output statistics (MOS) can be applied to reduce the bias and minimize these errors which typically exhibit systematic and frequent pattern.

It is noteworthy that the computational cost of nested high resolution WRF solar on a standard duo-core i5 processor desktop is very high, and it effectively takes an hour to process a forecast for one hour. It is therefore strongly recommended to use WRF solar either on cloud or multi-parallel processors.
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Appendix A. WPS Namelist File

```plaintext
&share
  wrf_core = ‘ARW’,
  max_dom = 4,
  start_date = ‘2021-04-08_00:00:00’, ‘2021-04-08_00:00:00’, ‘2021-04-08_00:00:00’,
  ‘2021-04-08_00:00:00’,
  end_date = ‘2021-04-08_21:00:00’, ‘2021-04-08_21:00:00’, ‘2021-04-08_21:00:00’,
  ‘2021-04-08_21:00:00’,
  interval_seconds = 10800,
  io_form_geogrid = 2,
/

&geogrid
  parent_id = 0, 1, 2, 3,
```
parent_grid_ratio = 1, 3, 3, 3,
i_parent_start = 1, 34, 40, 38,
j_parent_start = 1, 33, 42, 42,
e_we = 106, 121, 121, 130,
e_sn = 106, 121, 121, 121

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! IMPORTANT NOTE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
! The default datasets used to produce the MAXSNOALB and ALBEDO12M
! fields have changed in WPS v4.0. These fields are now interpolated
! from MODIS-based datasets.
!
! To match the output given by the default namelist.wps in WPS v3.9.1,
! the following setting for geog_data_res may be used:
!
! geog_data_res = 'maxsnowalb_ncep+albedo_ncep+default',
! maxsnowalb_ncep+albedo_ncep+default',
!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! IMPORTANT NOTE !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
!
geog_data_res = 'default', 'default',

dx = 27000,
dy = 27000,
map_proj = 'lambert',
ref_lat = 48.161665
ref_lon = 14.027737,
true-lat1 = 60,
true-lat2 = 35,
stand_lon = 14.027737,
geog_data_path = '/home/jayesh/Build_WRF/WPS_GEOG'
/

&ungrib
out_format = 'WPS',
prefix = 'GFS',
/

&metgrid
fg_name = 'GFS'
io_form_metgrid = 2,
constants_name = 'QNWFA_QNIFA_SIGMA_MONTHLY.dat'
'/2021-03-30_00:00:00', '2021-03-30_00:00:00', '2021-03-30_00:00:00',

Appendix B. WRF Run Namelist File

&time_control
run_days = 0,
run_hours = 21,
run_minutes = 0,
run_seconds = 0,
start_year = 2021,2021,2021,2021,
start_month = 04,04,04,04,
start_day = 08,08,08,08,
start_hour = 00,00,00,00,
end_year = 2021,2021,2021,2021,
end_month = 04,04,04,04,
end_day = 08,08,08,08,
end_hour = 21,21,21,21,
interval_seconds = 10,800,
in_file = .true.,.true.,.true.,.true.,
history_interval = 180,60,30,30,
frames_per_outfile = 1000,1000,1000,1000,
restart = .false.,
restart_interval = 1440,
io_form_history = 2
io_form_restart = 2
io_form_input = 2
io_form_boundary = 2
io_form_auxinput1 = 2
io_form_auxhist2 = 2
debug_level = 0
/

&domains

time_step = 81,
time_step_frac_num = 0,
time_step_frac_den = 1,
max_dom = 4,
s_we = 1,
e_we = 106, 121, 121, 130,
e_sn = 106, 121, 121, 121,
s_vert = 1, 1, 1, 1,
e_vert = 45, 45, 45, 45,
eta_levels = 1.00000, 0.99629, 0.99257, 0.98879,
0.98486, 0.98071, 0.97622, 0.97130,
0.96585, 0.95977, 0.95299, 0.94540,
0.93692, 0.92744, 0.91686, 0.90507,
0.89195, 0.87737, 0.86120, 0.84331,
0.82356, 0.80181, 0.77793, 0.75181,
0.72335, 0.69246, 0.65911, 0.62329,
0.58506, 0.54455, 0.50195, 0.45755,
0.41175, 0.36503, 0.31802, 0.27144,
0.22617, 0.18317, 0.14344, 0.10788,
0.07710, 0.05132, 0.03028, 0.01343,
0.00000,
p_top_requested = 5000,
num_metgrid_levels = 34,
num_metgrid_soil_levels = 4,
dx = 27,000,
dy = 27,000,
grid_id = 1, 2, 3, 4,
parent_id = 0, 1, 2, 3,
i_parent_start = 1, 34, 40, 38,
j_parent_start = 1, 33, 42, 42,
parent_grid_ratio = 1, 3, 3, 3,
parent_time_step_ratio = 1, 3, 3, 3,
feedback = 1,
smooth_option = 0,
max_ts_locs = 1,
wif_input_opt = 1
num_wif_levels = 30
/

&physics
mp_physics = 28, 28, 28, 28,
ra_lw_physics = 4, 4, 4, 4,
ra_sw_physics = 4, 4, 4, 4,
radt = 27, 9, 3, 1,
sf_sfclay_physics = 1, 1, 1, 1,
sf_surface_physics = 2, 2, 2, 2,
bl_pbl_physics = 5, 5, 5, 5,
bldt = 0, 0, 0, 0,
bl_mynn_tkeadvect = .true., .true., .true., .true.,
cu_physics = 1, 1, 0, 0,
cu_rad_feedback = .true., true., false., false.,
cudt = 5, 5, 0, 0,
bl_mynn_edmf = 0, 0, 0, 0,
shcu_physics = 5, 5, 5, 5,
isfflx = 1,
isfsnow = 1,
iscloud = 1,
iscloud_bl = 1,
kfeta_trigger = 1,
bl_mynn_cloudmix = 1, 1, 1, 1,
bl_mynn_cloudpdf = 1,
num_land_cat = 21,
num_soil_layers = 4,
sf_urban_physics = 0, 0, 0, 0,
num_land_cat = 21,
aer_opt = 3,
swint_opt = 2,
use_aero_icbc = .true.,
usemonalb = .true.,
/

&fdda
/

&dynamics
hybrid_opt = 2,
w_damping = 1,
diff_opt = 1, 1, 1, 1,
km_opt = 4, 4, 4, 4,
diff_6th_opt = 0, 0, 0, 0,
diff_6th_factor = 0.12, 0.12, 0.12, 0.12,
base_temp = 290.

damp_opt = 3,
zdamp = 5000., 5000., 5000., 5000.,
dampcoef = 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2,
khdif = 0, 0, 0, 0,
kvdif = 0, 0, 0, 0,
non_hydrostatic = .true., .true., .true., .true.,
moist_adv_opt = 1, 1, 1, 1,
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